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AUGUST BOOST FOR THE ECONOMY

The argument continues to rage on the effect of Brexit on the economy. The most recent data has generally been quite positive, with retail sales volumes
up in August, and at odds with a couple of PMI survey results in July which had caused concern. The Brexiteers have pointed to this data as vindication
for their position, but this is as wrong as the Remainers’ July arguments that Brexit is a disaster because of PMIs or commercial property prices.
The effect of Brexit will be seen over the medium to long term, and will depend on the result of the negotiations and any deals done with the world
outside the EU. In the case of strong retail and tourism data, a weaker currency is making the UK an attractive tourism destination and causing more
British people to holiday at home (terrorism is also a factor here). We should not draw any conclusion about the longer term effects of Brexit from these
numbers.
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EUROZONE: ECONOMY WEATHERS BREXIT EFFECT

The latest PMI reading for the Eurozone’s business activity came out this week,
reaching a seven-month high. The index rose modestly by 0.1 points to 53.3 in August,
indicating that the bloc’s business production, orders and deliveries have been
unperturbed by the Brexit vote so far. The European Commission took a less optimistic stance
as its August reading for consumer confidence registered a drop from minus 7.9 to minus 8.5
points, which means that spending is likely to continue contracting in the coming months.
Meanwhile Germany made headlines this week as the country achieved a record-level budget
surplus of €18.5bn, or 1.2 per cent of its GDP, in the first half of this year. The ECB’s hasty
response to this came in the form of a recommendation for core Eurozone economies to
increase fiscal spending, in a way that will benefit their slacking counterparts in the Common
area. Germany’s headline figure came at the expense of slackening quarterly GDP growth,
which fell to 0.4 per cent in the three months ending in June, a contraction from the 0.7 per
cent registered in the first quarter.

LATIN AMERICA: STALLING GROWTH HITS REGION’S LEADERS

Latin America’s leading economies registered flattening growth in the second quarter
of 2016, as economic data for the period was published most recently. Chile showed
an unexpected contraction of 0.4 per cent to the three months ending in June, in stark
contrast to the first quarter when the economy grew by 1.1 per cent. Such large drop has not
been seen since 2010 and came as a result of large loss in business and consumer confidence,
due to the unpopular reforms implemented by president Michelle Bachelet. Lately, she has
enacted tax hikes and proposed pension system reforms that would widely curtail investment
and business expansion.
Mexico also flagged a 0.2 per cent contraction for the second quarter, an outcome not seen for
three years. The slump has prompted the Mexican finance ministry to downgrade its annual
GDP growth forecast for the second time this year, from a range of 2.2 to 3.2 per cent, to
between 2 and 2.6 per cent. Mexico’s economy has stalled owing to low commodity prices and
negative headwinds abroad, such as weak growth and industrial activity in the US.

TECH: TAX INVERSION BACK ON THE AGENDA

The biggest tech names were caught in the centre of political hurdle this week as the
European Commission and the US Treasury department exchanged fireshots over
Apple’s tax inversion deal with Ireland. The EC now demands €17bn of underpaid taxes
from Apple, yet such news do not deter big tech names from piling cash overseas. The biggest
four in the sector have $1.2tn in assets abroad according to credit rating agency Moody’s. The
debate on corporate tax is fuelling the US presidential campaign where candidates hurried to
propose lower alternatives to the US repatriation tax which is currently 39 per cent.
Uber Technologies, the biggest internet-based company for ride-hailing services, has led similar
battle with regulators. Yet the most recent blow comes from competitors as management just
announced $1.27bn of losses in the first half of 2016. Local rivals in emerging markets, where
Uber invested heavily, are the main reason for the record-high loss. Despite the $2bn losses
registered in 2015, Uber remains one of the best-funded US techs, having risen more than
$15bn in equity and debt since inception.
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